Newton Learning Center

Contact Person

**Name:** Katy Nickles

**Phone:** 775-358-0808

**Email:** katyk@secondstart.org

**Physical Address:** 4895 Village Green Pkwy, Reno, NV 89519

Internship Site Information

The Newton Learning Center enhances the future of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders. We create an individualized, high-quality academic and social approach to achieve a dynamic level of success in every child’s future. This is accomplished by partnering with families and the community to provide a safe, fun, and supportive learning environment lead by passionate and understanding staff in small class sizes. To ensure consistency and motivation throughout the day, our classroom design allows for both quiet, individualized study and group-oriented instruction.

Our educational approach is to help students learn and concentrate on the academic and social cognitive skills that are essential for success. Our teachers and staff at Newton Learning Center understand autism spectrum disorders and are trained to educate, motivate and help students manage their education and reach their individual goals.

**Number of Internships Available:** 3+

**Student Requirements**

1. A flexible thinker and schedule- has the ability to adapt quickly to ever changing job conditions and expectations, plan creatively in order to meet students’ individual academic and social needs
2. Proficient in spoken and written English
3. Consistently and effectively communicates with internship site supervisor and other site staff
4. Preference of future employment within an education setting
5. Background check via Adam Walsh Act at cost of student intern

**How will student obtain this internship?**

If you are interested in interning at the Newton Learning Center, please directly contact Katy Nickles, Lead Special Education Teacher/Internship Site Supervisor via email at katyk@secondstart.org in order to schedule an on-site interview.